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parents of invention
Vinyl Window Designs prides itself on its
Research & Development because the company
focuses on integrating innovation with convenience.
The inspired Ultra Rolling Screen Window System
is another example of VWD’s pragmatic innovation.

origins of
the Ultra Rolling Screen
Window System
By their very nature, windows are meant to offer an
unobstructed view of your outside world. Of course,
traditional screens act as a barrier to bugs and debris, but
they diminish clarity and may reduce natural incoming
light. The VWD Ultra Rolling Screen, unlike conventional
screens, remains out of sight until you want to see it.

some things are worth hiding

So what’s the difference between other rolling screens and
the VWD Ultra Rolling Screen Window System? Most
rolling screens hide the loose edges of the screen mesh in an
unsecured U channel and are limited in functionality. The
VWD Ultra Rolling Screen is looped around hidden metal
guide rods so it glides up and down smoothly and seals securely on both sides of the screen.

The Ultra Casement
Rolling Screen hides
your screen from
view when it’s not
required. The result?
An unhindered,
panoramic view
from your window

magnetic qualities
The revolutionary TouchScreen™ magnetic screen system is available with the
Ultra Casement and Premium Casement Window Systems. No more pins, tabs, springs
or other mechanical parts. If the purpose of innovation is to make life easier, you’ll be
impressed with TouchScreen™.
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R/U
insulated?

To most homeowners, R or U
insulation value becomes meaningful when it translates to:
a) Preventing heat loss in the
winter.
b) Keeping heat outside in the
summer.
Different exposures may require different types of low-e glass
in order to maximize either solar heat gain or solar shielding.
Unlike most, VWD carries both types of low-e glass to optimize
your comfort level, as well as energy efficiency. Ask your
dealer about our Custom Low-E glass packages.

A Low-E coating on the interior combined
with an easy-clean coating on the exterior makes VWD’s E-Clean glass energy
efficient in more ways than one.
Enjoy a cleaner exterior surface with minimal
spotting or streaking. Why buy windows that are easy
to clean when you can have windows that require less
cleaning.

true triple glaze
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yes, we do windows!

The industry’s only BRAND
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reviewing the window
composition
CT

is standard on the Ultra Window. Take a look
at some of your options below and customize,
customize, customize!
Foam insulating windows close
the gap in energy costs.

foam “warmware”
Offered as an option, polyurethane
foam insulation is injected into the
frame and sash of each window.

divide and
decorate!

Add a traditional look to your new
windows, you can choose Simulated
Divided Lites (SDLs)—profiles added
to the inside and outside of the window.

see and hear the difference

Diamond Premium Glass is 33% to 100% thicker than
the industry standards. Approximately 85% of your
window is a sealed glass unit. Thicker glass can reduce
exterior noise, offers higher insulating value, is harder to
break and withstands the pressure of high winds.

Diamond Premium
Glass is 33% to 100%
thicker than industry
standards!

Diamond
Premium

Did you know that in some traditional triple-glazed windows not all three lites of glass may be
sealed? These units can’t compare to our Quad Seal™ glass technology. Our triple-glazed windows
are also available in a double Low-E and double Argon gas configuration for unsurpassed comfort.
So go ahead, cozy up to your windows and enjoy natural lighting no matter what the season!

Industry
Standard

the ultimateHidden

Rolling Screen

it’s hiding in
a great window
For new homes, these windows are built
to your individual needs with optional
nail fin and brick mould, with jamb
returns and frame extensions to fit your
type of wall construction.
Casement and Awning Window Ratings
CAN/CSA A440 - M00 - A3, B7, C5, F10, S1
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
Energy Rating (as high as) +31*
U Value (as low as) 0.25* Tested with Low-E and Argon Gas and
a warm edge spacer.
*Ask your dealer for details of glass requirements.

800M/800TS Ultra Window Casements
Widths: 12” - 38”
Heights: 16” - 76
Maximum with Triple or Keepsafe
Widths: 28”
Heights: 66”

850M/850TS Ultra Window Awning
Widths: 19 3/4” - 48” Heights: 16” - 48”

802 Ultra Window Picture
Widths: 8” - 96”
Heights: 8” - 96
Maximum Overall sq. ft.: 36 sq. ft.
Maximum when ordered with Triple
or Keepsafe: 21 sq. ft.

852 Ultra Window Fixed
Widths: 12” - 120”
Heights: 12” - 120”
Maximum Overall sq. ft: 48 sq. ft.
Maximum when ordered with Triple
or Keepsafe: 36 sq. ft.

Wide Selection
of Styles and

Configurations

Your authorized dealer or distributor is:
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